


Satsang is originated from Sanskrit word “SataSanga” is the
combination of two words “Sat” which implies the truth and
“Sang” means companionship. From the etymological analysis
we can understand that Satsang signifies seeking the truth in
group. It is a spiritual practice in Hindu religion which
encourages to associate with eternal truth.
In order to associate your self with eternal truth you have to
practice “self-enquiry”. Self-enquiry is the most sacred
procedure to find yourself. Everyone should be aware of the
reason of their existence.



About Ramana Maharshi always glorified “self-enquiry”. He always
explained the importance to concentrate the running mind and fix it
on yourself. According to him self-enquiry leads to self-awakening
and self-realisation.
Ramana Maharshi was born on 30th December 1879, in Tiruchuzi,
Tamil Nādu. He was named as Venkataraman in his early life. As a
student he was blessed with very retentive memory which enabled
him to achieve academic excellencies.
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He was always fascinated by mystical and divine literature which
helped him to know about the Shaivite saints. Along with Shaivite
traditions he was quite interested towards the life of Kabir. When he
was just sixteen years old , the legends and folklore of local
pilgrimage place Arunachala, grabbed his attention. It is believed
that at Arunachala, lord shiva has arisen in a spiral of fire during
creation of the world.

Later he suddenly faced a great fear of death which opened the path
of his spiritual awakening. He realised that this human body is
temporary and will decay one day. All the senses, emotions will also
vanish with death. These questions of self-awareness brought him
into a state of consciousness which is known as samadhi. After
attaining samadhi he acceptedsannyasa and renounced all his
possessions and belongings. He left his village and became a hermit
at Arunachala.

He always believed that death, anger, attachment, greed, and other
negativities are only illusion, mostly known as “Maya”. One can
defeat “Maya” by the practice of self-enquiry or “Vichara’’.



Raman Maharshi is one of the greatest saints of India and influenced many
western countries. He is often celebrated as guru for spiritual awakenings.
His books, quotes, sayings are so divine that it compels you towards the
path of self-realisation and Self-enquiry. Mr. Jhon David ,the founder of
“Jhon David Satsang” is a great disciple of Raman Maharshi. He has
always glorified the life and spiritual knowledge of Maharshi.

If you want to experience divinity and enhance your spirituality then
contact “Jhon David Satsang” as soon as possible.
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